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SHINERAMA WINS
NATIONAL AWARD
H
CELTIC CLAY IS
MUSEUM MAGIC
18
women's basket-
ball WINS ONE
Women Whack Western
Hockey continues to cruise
CORD SPORTS
WILBUR MCLEAN
It is becoming increasingly clear
that anyone who has any inter-
est in OUA women's hockey
should circle February 10th on
their calendar.
For this is the day when the
runaway train known as the
Laurier Golden Hawks meets
head on with the seemingly
immovable object referred to as
the University of Toronto Varsity
Blues.
As the year has continued
the Hawks have continued
picking up speed and they only
continued doing so when they
came out victorious this past
weekend against the Western
Mustangs.
Western has had a difficult
time of it this year as they have
managed to garner only one
win and a tie in 17 games
played.
Head Coach Bill B'owker
seized the opportunity to give
rookie netminder Heidi Snutch
her first ever start for the team.
Snutch readily admitted that
she was "kind of nervous at
first," though her play certainly
didn't show it. Snutch played
superbly throughout the con-
test, allowing just one goal and
leading the Hawks to a 3-1 vic-
tory over the 'Stangs.
The team made their pres-
ence known early and often as
they came out flying with a bar-
rage of shots being fired at the
Western goaltender.
Heather Allan managed to
slip one by, giving the Hawks
It's becoming
evident the
team is growing
stronger and
more confident.
the early 1-0 lead. Later in the
first period, Snutch showed why
the future is bright for the
women's team when on a
Western breakaway she made
an excellent save and kept the
lead for the Hawks.
The second period featured
plenty of penalties and sloppy
play as well. Early in the frame,
Jacqueline Grahek added to the
Laurier lead. Only a few min-
utes later, however, Western
managed to sneak one in
behind Snutch in the midst of a
scramble in front of the goal
while the Hawks were short-
handed.
Late in the period, Jenn
Neilson added another for the
Hawks, giving the women the
lead they needed. The Hawks
held on in the third period and
the score remained 3-1.
Snutch said "it was great" to
get her first victory and she cited
"great defense" and "communi-
cation skills" as the keys to her
team's victory.
As the Hawks continue to
play out their season it's becom-
ing evident the team is growing
stronger and more confident
with each successive game.
The only blemish on their
14-1 record is an embarrassing
7-1 loss to U of T suffered early
in the season.
Since then, however, the
women have been on a tear,
outscoring opponents 74-22
through a torrid twelve game
winning streak.
However, the team knows
that all this could be for naught
if they can't put a dent in the
armour of the Blues who are
currently ranked number one in
the nation and for good reason.
They are 16-0 and have
rarely been tested as eleven of
those games have been
shutouts. The Blues have a fear-
some duo sharing goaltending
duties in Ali Houston and
Stephanie Drake who have a
Goals-Against-Average of just
0.33 and 1.13 respectively.
If the Hawks hope to defeat
U of T they will no doubt need
a strong game from Lisa
Backman who is currently the
leading scorer in the country.
They will also have to avoid the
excessive penalties which near-
ly cost them against Western.
The team has a busy week
with three games in five days as
they play Western once more
on Wednesday and then
Guelph on Saturday and Brock
on Sunday with all three of the
games on the road.
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The Hawks celebrate a goal
Brantford Campus Gets Classed Up
Full honours program finally approved; new minor option also created
CORD NEWS
ASAD KIYANI
Laurier Brantford, its interdisciplinary
approach touted since its inception two
years ago, is now able to offer students a
full and unique curriculum. Approved
Monday night by the WLU Senate, the
new Honours Program in Contemporary
Studies anchors the liberal arts focus of
the Brantford Campus.
Originally approved by the Senate
Academic Planning Committee on
January 9, the motion was approved
without dispute by the Senate as a
whole.
Delighted by the entire process was
Dr. Leo Groarke, Dean of Laurier
Brantford,
"I'm really quite excited. I can't
believe there was no discussion," said
Groarke. "This is a major step forward
for the Brantford Campus."
The course and program additions
were seen as long overdue. Students in
second year at Laurier Brantford were
unsure of what courses they would take
the following year or whether they
would have to transfer to the Waterloo
campus to continue their studies.
"It's a tremendous change because
there is not a full curriculum at
Brantford," said Groarke.
The new honours program is centred
around a six-credit core of
Contemporary Studies courses and a
range of courses from numerous other
arts disciplines.
Also approved at the Senate meeting
was a minor in Indigenous Studies as
well as two new Contemporary Studies
Courses, including the first at the 400
level.
The Indigenous Studies minor was
created with the significant aboriginal
population at Brantford and current lack
of focus on indigenous issues in mind. It
is a collection of existing Religion and
Anthropology classes as well as two
Contemporary Studies classes.
"The program is completely devel-
oped, even more than was originally
planned," said Groarke.
The initial goal, according to Groarke,
was to establish a full General level - not
Honours - program.
"It is the kingpin of the Brantford
Campus," said Groarke. "The whole idea
is to have a different program than what
is offered at the Waterloo Campus."
The program at Brantford is signifi-
cantly different from that of the main
campus. The concept behind Laurier
Brantford is cross-disciplinary study and
does not have traditional departmental
boundaries..
The Contemporary Studies (CT) pro-
gram blends CT classes with selected
classes from other departments such as
Philosophy, Political Science, and
Religion & Culture.
As well, a revamped Children's
Education and Development Option was
approved by Senate. The CED Option
will allow CT students to focus their
study on children's issues
"In a way, we're on a move," said
Groarke. "Now we're happy with where
we are internally."
Groarke's focus now will be on
expanding Laurier Brantford's external
connections.
He is currently in negotiations with
Mohawk College in nearby Hamilton tc
offer a Bachelor's of Arts in combination
with various programs, such as a
Certificate in Police Foundations.
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SENATE CONSIDERS
MACLEAN'S
STRATEGY
At the January 22 Senate meet-
ing, Senators discussed the task
of boosting Laurier's ranking in
the annual Maclean's guide to
universities.
Said President Robert
Rosehart, "I treat most of the
Maclean's numbers like creative
non-fiction."
ROSEHART
APPOINTED
PRESIDENT FOR
A SECOND TERM
Robert Rosehart was selected to
serve a second term as Wilfrid
Laurier University's president
and vice-chancellor. His sec-
ond term begins September
2002, five years after he first
came to Laurier .in October
1997. Prior to becoming presi-
dent and vice-chancellor at
Laurier Rosehart served the
same position at Lakehead
University for 13 years.
ALBERTA
INDEPENDENCE
PARTY FORMED
20 January 2001 approximately
200 people met in Red Deer,
Alberta for the founding of the
Alberta Independence Party.
The party hopes to run candi-
dates in the upcoming Alberta
provincial elections expected in
March. Details about the party
are available at
[h ttp://www.alberta indepen-
dence.com].
QUEBEC PREMIERLUCIEN
BOUCHARD
RESIGNS
Premier of Quebec Lucien
Bouchard announced his resig-
nation 1! January 2001. He
lias been the premier of Quebec
since 1995, taking the place of
Jacques Parizeau. The resigna-
tion complicates the situation of
the Quebec sovereignist move-
ment. Deputy premier Bernard
Landry announced he would
seek the position of premier.
BRITISH HOUSE
OF LORDS PERMITS
CLONING
OF HUMAN
EMBRYOS
.
The British House of Lords
passed new regulations 22
January 2001 that allow med-
ical researchers to clone the
embryos of humans. The col-
lection of cells will develop a
nervous system and spine after
14 days. Therefore, once 14
days old ail embryos used in the
research must be destroyed.
NEWS
Shine a new award
Laurier campaign best in Canada
MATTHEW CADE
As if Laurier's most successful
Shinerama campaign ever was-
n't enough, recognition for the
effort is still coming in.
As announced last
Wednesday night at Return to
Frosh, WLU has been given the
annual award for Best
Shinerama Campaign in
Canada.
More than anything else, this
just means bragging rights for
Laurier students. However, a
plaque has been awarded and
will be put up in the school
honouring the success of those
involved.
Also, at the annual
Shinerama conference held in
May, the Laurier campaign will
be highlighted in a presentation
for all delegates.
The award, won by Laurier
two of the past three years,
required a lengthy report from
Shinerama Co-ordinator Jessica
Diniz on why she thought the
WLU campaign deserved to
win.
"I think a lot of it had to do
with the goal you set for your-
self," said Diniz, "and whether
or not you acheive it."
The award is based on a
number of other criteria as
well. Publicity, awareness in
the community, number of
shiners, amount raised, and
overall success of the event are
all taken into consideraton.
In her report, Diniz summed
up her thoughts on the Laurier
campaign by highlighting both
the golf tournament held last
summer as well as the increase
in the number of Shinerama
volunteers.
Each of these she considered
to be crucial to Laurier's suc-
cess.
The general boosters crew, a
group of 28 volunteers hired for
the first time this year, helped
raise the presence of Shinerama
on campus throughout
Orientation Week.
The golf tournament, held
last July, was the biggest change
made to the Laurier Shinerama
program and turned out to be a
big fundraiser.
Along with a dinner held on
the same evening, the tourna-
ment helped to raise approxi-
mately $5000.
Overall, Laurier finished
behind the University of
Western Ontario in terms of the
number of dollars brought. But
a
in terms of per student dollars,
Laurier finished first.
The national goal for
Shinerama, set last May at
$620,000, was not met. Laurier
was one of the few schools that
actually did better than expect-
ed.
CHRIS
ELLIS
Shiners at different locutions in the JKW region help Laurier earn THE award!
CHRIS
ELLIS
Referenda Questions finalized
The Board of Directors for
Wilfrid Laurier University
Students' Union and Student
Publications have finalized the
questions that will be put to ref-
erendum on 8 February 2001.
The order of appearance may
not be as exact on the official
ballots. The various questions
may be organized in a different
manner.
The wording of thequestions
v/ill however be as displayed
below.
Students will have the ability
to vote "yes" or "no" to the fol-
lowing questions:
WLUSP REFERENDUM QUESTIONS
Be it resolved that Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications
separate its fee from the Wilfrid Laurier University Students' Union
and be allowed to levy its own indexed fee of $4.26 per term inde-
pendently.
Be it resolved that the 1 999-2000 Wilfrid Laurier University Student
Publications audited financial statements be passed as presented.
Be it resolved that Collins Barrow be appointed the auditor for
Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications for the 2001-2002
fiscal year.
Be it resolved that Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications'
By-law 1 be repealed and replaced with By-law 3.
WEDNESDAY - JANU-
WLUSU REFERENDUM QUESTIONS
Be it resolved that the 1999-2000 Wilfrid Laurier University
Students' Union audited financial statements be passed as present-
ed.
Be it resolved that Collins Barrow be appointed the auditor for the
Wilfrid Laurier University Students' Union for the 2001-2002 fiscal
year.
Be it resolved that the Wilfrid Laurier University Students' Union
establish and fund the Laurier Innovative Fund for Technology,
which is to provide additional funding for Information Technology
initiatives, by assessing a mandatory fee not to exceed $50.00 per
academic term for full-time undergraduate students, and that the
Wilfrid Laurier University Students' Union Board of Directors be
empowered to make the final decisions regarding its implementa-
tion.
Be it resolved that if the answer to the Wilfrid Laurier University
Student Publications referendum question number one is "yes", that
the Wilfrid Laurier University Students' Union reduce its student fee
by 15% from the 1999-2000 fiscal year rate in the fiscal year 2001-
2002.
Be it resolved that all Part-Time undergraduate students be assessed
the Wilfrid Laurier University Students' Union fees on a proportion-
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WLUSP Board Meets with a surprise
Stasiuk announces resignation
DAVID FIELD
The latest Student Publications Board of
Directors meeting on 23 January 2001
was more eventful than others in recent
weeks. The agenda was full and was
agenda items were shifted so that Vice
President Finance Dharm Makwana
could leave early.
The meeting started off with a sur-
prise; Director Kym Stasiuk announced
his resignation from the board.
He explained that his reasons for
leaving was that he was neglecting his
other commitments.
"I'm cutting things out in order to
reorganize/' said Stasiuk.
This is the third director resignation
from the Student Publications board this
academic year. This raised issues about
the number of directors needed to have
meetings.
This issue was addressed mainly by
board chair Robert Borek who fielded
questions about the new by-law
changes.
Under the new By-law 3 the number
of directors needed for a meeting (quo-
The board decided not to
appoint any directors
rum) was reduced from five to four. The
new by-law was passed Tuesday
evening, and is effective pending the
approval of students in referenda on 8
February 2001.
The new By-law also instates a new
policy allowing the board to appoint up
to three directors, bringing the total
amount of directors up to six, excluding
the president.
There must be four voting members of
the board elected in order to appoint
other directors.
The board decided not to appoint any
directors because of the upcoming elec-
tion. The reason being that they did not
want to give someone an unfair advan-
tage by appointing during the election
campaign.
Along with the passing of By-law 3
the board also passed the audited finan-
cial statements presented by Dharm
Makwana.
Additionally, it was announced that
the cost of printing the 2000-2001
WLU'er was around $13,000, costing
more than expected. The publication still
made a substantial profit.
One of the final items mentioned was
about a new magazine to be published
soon by Student Publications. The hope
is to have it published near the middle of
February.
President Christian Pearce said the
magazine was a "good way to expand
our organization and profile."
He added that what was left was a
matter of getting down to writing the arti-
cles.
This was the last Student Publications
board meeting before the election that
officially begins 25 January after the All
Candidates meeting being held at
s:3opm in P1025/1 027.
Crime is my middle name, fool!
SUSPICIOUS PERSON 1155 HRS TUE
JAN 16/01 Officers responded to a report
of a suspicious looking male who
seemed to be loitering outside the main
entrance @ Conrad Hall. No description
was provided and no one was located.
THEFT UNDER $5000 1030 HRS FRI
JAN 12/01 A WLU student reported the
theft of her credit card from her unat-
tended room.
POSSESSION OF DRUGS 1850 HRS
WED JAN 17/01 Three individuals were
arrested for a possession of a small
amount of marijhuana in the area of the
Bricker residence loading dock.
MEDICAL ASSIST 0230 HRS THU JAN
18/01 An ambulance was called after
receiving a report that someone was
experiencing what appeared to be a
seizure in the Food Court. After being
attended to by paramedics the individual
went home in the company of friends.
THEFT UNDER $5000 0030 HRS THU
JAN 18/01 A student reported that the
contents of her wallet were taken when
she left her purse unattended at the
Turret for a short time.
MISCHIEF 0205 HRS FRI JAN 19/01 A
non WLu male was evicted from the
Turret after smashing a pool cue on a
table. He was charged under the Liquor
Act.
FAIL TO REMAIN MVA 1500-1614 HRS
FRI JAN 12/01 A veh parked in lot 2 was
damaged when an unknown vehicle
apparently backed into it and subse-
quently left the scene.
INTOXICATED PUBLIC PLACE 0040
HRS SUN JAN 21/01 A student was
taken to the KW Detox Centre due to her
level of intoxication.
TRESPASS 0110 HRS SUN JAN 21/01 A
non WLu male was charged with tres-
passing when he returned to the Nichols
Ctre after being evicted earlier in the
evening.
MEDICAL ASSIST 1035 HRS SUN
JAN2I/01 A WLU student was taken to
hospital by ambulance after being
injured at University Stadium while tak-
ing part in Powder Puff football.
During this time period, one provincial
offence notice was issued for a liquor
violation.
One knapsack and one wallet were
turned in at the Security Office. If you
have lost either of these items please
come to the Security Officer @ 34
Bricker to claim them.
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2000-2001 board report:
MATTHEW CADE
DAVID FIELD
ASAD KIYANI
Every year, the Cord publishes
its annual evaluations of elected
student officials at WLU, as well
as the key hired personnel (par-
ticularly Vice-Presidents) within
both the Students' Union and
Student Publications.
The Board Reports are based
primarily on the following crite-
ria:
1. Interviews with all Board
members (including Presidents
and Vice-Presidents) of both
WLUSU and WLUSP.
2. Cord observation at WLUSU
and WLUSP board meetings.
3. Comparison of accomplish-
ments with election'platforms.
Board members were asked to
comment on all aspects of their
respective corporation.
That is, directors spoke about
both BOD and Management
Committee work and vice versa.
This year's Board Reports will
be broken into two parts. The
first, published this week, focus-
es on the Management
Committee of the WLUSU
Board of Directors.
Next week, we will present
the remainder of the WLUSU
Director reports and the com-
plete WLUSP reports.
WLUSU Management
Committee,
General Comments:
The Management Committee is
comprised of the President and
Vice-Presidents, as well as the
Chair and Vice-Chair of the
Board. For the first time this
year, the Vice-Chair was on the
MC and a new position, the VP:
HR was created.
Of concern to some
Directors was the VP's seemed
to be too silent in meetings,
deferring to President Kroeker to
deal with questions about their
specific departments.
On a whole, the MC agreed
with the presidential corporate-
style view of WLUSU and did
leffrey Kroeker, President:
As President, Jeffrey cemented
the student services side of the
union with his efforts on bank
machines, food operations, the
LIFT (Laurier Innovative
Foundation for Technology)
proposal and changing the
focus of the Union's business
operations to one of renewal
and continued support of non-
profit services.
Admittedly a corporate
President, Jeffrey suffered some-
what from the image that he
was unable to relate to the aver-
age student. Even though this
perception was justified at
times, no one can question
Jeffrey's dedication to the Union
and his belief that what he was
doing was best for students.
He promised a 20% reduc-
tion in student activity fees, but
the actual reduction, if it passes
referendum, will only be 15%.
This would have happened
regardless ot who was
President, although Jeffrey was
instrumental in the creation of
the policy as Board Chair a year
ago.
While he did make good on
his campaign promise, the bank
machines were brought in to
some criticism and confusion
because of the high user fees as
well as the several technical
problems they suffered.
In his efforts to revamp the
Food Court, Jeffrey refurbished
and expanded food options as
well as hours of operation.
Unfortunately, the Terrace was
plagued by ongoing difficulties
with Harvey's and a significant-
ly delayed opening date in the
fall term.
While Jeffrey has been push-
ing hard for the necessary
improvements to the IT situation
on campus, the promised inter-
net cafe computers have yet to
be installed in the Terrace. And
while the LIFT proposal may
indeed improve the situation, it
will cost full-time students an
additional $50 per term.
While he was very effective
in lobbying the administration,
it was felt that more work on
representational issues, such as
100% Co-op, was needed.
Overall, student services,
which were Kroeker's primary
focus, have reached new
heights for the Union this year.
Charmaine Cunningham, VP:
University Affairs:
With a background as LSFL co-
ordinator, Charmaine's strength
was on the internal side of the
VP portfolio. She was an excel-
lent manager of her committees,
and one of the most effective
speakers in the Board room.
While groundwork for
teacher evaluations were laid,
only a proposal and plan of
action are expected to be com-
plete by the end of the term..
She was a strong leader on
the OUSA steering committee
and represented student inter-
ests at municiple meetings,
especially regarding off-campus
student housing.
However, while she did a
good job of balancing her inter-
nal and external duties, her rep-
resentational work could be
seen as a weakness. In particu-
lar, there existed a lack of
awareness raised among stu-
dents this year. As well, she did
not have the strongest presence
at Senate and Board of
Governor meetings.
The only woman on the
management committee,
Charmaine is an excellent
leader with a strong and
respected voice.One of her
remaining goals for the year is a
leadership gala intended to fos-
ter greater female leadership on
campus.
Michael Bartlett. VP Student
Activities:
Michael garnered widespread
respect for his work in providing
focus to the BOD, posing valid
challenges, meeting (and often
surpassing) his goals and excel-
lent overall participation in the
BOD and MC as a grounding
force.
An excellent team leader,
Michael and his co-ordinators
have overseen a record-setting
year. Orientation Week was the
largest ever and Shinerama won
Best National Campaign with a
record total.
While much of the old activ-
ities programme stayed the
same, new events did take
place. Most notable were the
Our Lady Peace concert and the
Luminera event run by the
Charity Ball Committee.
The only blemish on his
record thus far would be the
somewhat controversial han-
dling of the Our Lady Peace
ticket distribution and lineup.
Adam de Cloet, VP: Marketing
Adam oversaw the recreation of
the Marketing Department in its
expanded office space. He was
responsible for the creation of a
new logo for WLUSU.
While Adam was commend-
ed for being tough with his
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WLUSU Management
coordinators, it was felt the
team could have been more
cohesive.
The largest development in
Marketing was the new Radio
Laurier. It was, however, ham-
pered by construction difficul-
ties and put on the back-burner
and is still not fully equipped.
Marketing the BOD has
always been a major issue, but
the presence of the BOD's own
marketing representatives and
their reluctance to approach the
Marketing Department seem-
ingly undermined Adam's role.
Paul Beingessner, VP: Human
Resources
Paul oversaw the establishment
of a new Human Resources
Department to coincide with
WLUSU's new hiring system.
Starting from scratch, Paul had
an unclear mandate and it is still
not clear whether his depart-
ment will maintain its current
setup.
He has been unable, so far,
to establish a comprehensive
employee data system for
record-keeping and the HR
department is still dogged by
questions about the Behavioural
Based hiring procedures.
In BOD meetings, there was
concern that questions about
hiring were passed on to other
BOD members, particularly
those in C.O.D.
Mohamed Bhamani, VP:
Student Services
Under Mo's administration,
Campus Clubs will have their
barbecues reinstated in the near
future. As well, he is still work-
ing on getting GLOBAL (Gays,
Lesbians Or Bisexuals At
Laurier) established as a full stu-
dent service.
There was a lack of move-
ment on establishing 24-hour
ERT and the Foot Patrol Van was
lost for a temporary period,
partly due to confusion about
the length of the lease.
While Mo was a hands-off
VP and gave his co-ordinators a
lot of responsibility, there was
concern that there was not
enough support for his staff and
and that there seemed to be
ongoing conflictin the depart-
ment. His attendance at meet-
ings was also mediocre.
Derek Simon. VP: Finance
Derek oversaw the creation of a
new, more detailed budget for-
mat in alignment with the
Union Renewal Commission.
He revised the Charter of
Accounts as well.
Derek was staunch in his
attempts to protect the balance
of WLUSU and faced criticism
from some directors for it.
Repeated questioning and
requests for funding seemed to
undermine his authority on
occasion.
Derek also did a good job
dealing with two Full Time Staff
changes which left the depart-
ment short-staffed and himself
with extra duties.
Eric Davis, Chair of the Board
As Chair of the Board, Davis'
duties are to be impartial, to
resolve conflict, and to focus
discussion. All were particularly
vital this year due to a younger
and less experienced Board.
However, Eric's impartiality
was occasionaly questionable.
It was felt that he passed the
chair at inappropriate times
which tended to sway the dis-
cussion one way or the other.
A palpable tension existed in
the relationship between Davis
and Kroeker. The tension, pri-
marily a result of the philosoph-
ical difference between the two
[governance vs. operation], was
disconcerting to some of the
inexperienced directors.
While Eric did a good job
mentoring the young Board, it
was felt that he could have done
more to orient them earlier in
the year. It was said he did his
best work outside the board
room, particularly in conflict
resolution.
Eric did make sure the Board
knew the importance of their
roles and gave them new
responsibility with the Director
Portfolio initiative. As well, he
made an attempt to increase
student input to the BOD with
the What Do You Think? cam-
paigns.
While a hardworking Chair
and good leader, it was felt that
Eric was too focused on the
upcoming Presidential cam-
paign. He would have been
better suited to the position of
Director, where the constraints
imposed upon Chair would not
have prevented him from speak-
ing his mind.
Ben Durrer. Vice Chair of the
Board
Ben was commended for step-
ping into a position of responsi-
bility on the BOD despite being
in second year. His work on the
Management Committee was
credited with providing a new
perspective to his older col-
leagues.
However, his position and
role within the MC was vague at
best. Some questioned the need
for the extra position on the MC.
As well, the Priorities &
Planning Committee he is in
charge of was unable to even
find a suitable meeting time, let
alone an effective mandate,
calling into question the need
for the existence of P & P.
Still, Ben was quick to pick
up extra duties, including
Elections & Referenda Chair. He
also assisted on the What Do
You Think? campaign and the
LIFT proposal.
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OPINION
Pop Will Eat Me
I
EDITOR'S COMMENT
With the return of Survivor this
Sunday, and the recent addition to
the winter line-up of Temptation
Island, I felt a few comments on
North American popular culture were
necessary.
When I first heard about Survivor,
I pictured competitors completely
abandoned on an island in the South
Pacific. I saw broken bones, monster
rain storms and long obstacle courses
where people did whatever they
could to- wait for it- survive. I figured
competitors would only lose if they
were near death, and the winner
would be in the kind of shape com-
parable to someone who had just
sprinted up Mt. Everest.
Perhaps I should not have
assumed these things. Survival,
apparently, is neither teamwork nor
persistence, and hardly something
physical. Instead, survival is politics,
the art of hobnobbing, and to win
you have to lie, cheat, and betray
those who have placed their trust in
you. Not exactly noble principles.
What does this have to do with
pop culture, you ask? Quite simply,
it's indicative of the kind of packaged
crap that the entertainment industry
continues to produce. Understand,
however, that I am not this spiteful
because of my dislike for Survivor. I
just can't stand the fact that stuff like
this is produced, not for its quality or
worth, but because the powers that
be know people will eat it up.
The difference here is likely not
immediately apparent for those of
you who are looking forward to this
Sunday for reasons other than the
Superbowl. Television, of course, is
by no means the only medium offer-
ing material which contributes to the
degredation of our society. Consider,
then, an example from a different
perspective.
Movies are just as much of a prob-
lem. I know they're supposed to be
Television is by no
means the only
medium which
contributes to the
degredation of our
society.
fun — escapism, they call it. That's
fine. I'll be the first one to tell you that
Road Trip is pretty damn funny. My
issue, however, is once again with
intent.
A decision to put Shaq, Britney
Spears, or LL Cool J on the big screen
is not a decision to make a good film.
It's only an attempt to make money,
and that's what's so frustrating. I don't
care if a movie is deep or meaningful.
What I hate, though, is when there is
no effort at all. This aggression will
not stand.
The thing that bothers me more
than anything else, though, is the
music, i turn on the radio and I hear
the same song over and over. The
same formula, the same melody, the
same theme — even the same words.
One big love song by either Back
Sync Town or Britney Aguilera or
Destiny's Club Deep.
Again, though, there's a fine line, i
don't question how hard some of
these 'artists' work, and some admit-
tedly even have decent voices. But it
doesn't make sense when they refer
to it as their music. Everyone knows
they don't write any of it, so why do
they have to fake it all the time? Why
doesn't anyone else see the truth?
Why don't I just take a sledgehammer
to my TV?
Think about it: On every album
these clowns put out, only two or
three catchy songs are written. The
rest of it, though, is fluff. Real musi-
cians write their own music and fill
albums with real emotion. The indus-
try, on the other hand, consistently
produces this cotton-candy relation-
ship crap. Bad judgement.
"Surviving" popular culture will
require more of me than even Rich
could muster.
MATT CADE
NEWS EDITOR
The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the
author, and do not necessarily reflect those of The Cord
Staff, the edtorial board, or WLUSP.
LETTERS
Post-
Feminism?
In the January 17th edition of The
Cord, Yvonne Farah claimed that we
now live in a post-Feminist world.
Beware! The use of the term "post-
Feminist" is problematic and the evi-
dence used to support it is very thin.
Like the terms postmodernism or
post-Marxism, post-Feminism suffers
because it does not offer a positive
conception of what it propounds.
Rather, it only tells us what it is not
(feminism). Conceptual difficulties
aside, post-Feminism should be seen
for what it is: a rejection of feminism,
whatever its form. It rejects that patri-
archy is to blame for women's subor-
dinate status in society, and implies
either that feminist goals of equality
have been achieved (they haven't) or
that they are not worthy enough to
continue pursuing. Ms. Farah's exam-
ples of how the current state of
women indicates a post-Feminist
society do not correspond to the real-
ity of womens' experience. Yes,
women have come very far, but they
still have far to go. Speculating about
the female perception of their partici-
pation in sports does not qualify as
uplifting evidence to the contrary.
And if Maxim, Baywatch, Britney
Spears' videos, and the Louie's dance
floor are not part of the popular
(mass) culture that treats women as
sexual objects, a majority of us are
truly out of touch. Ms. Farah admits
that women are still traveling "the
road to equaiity."' Regardless a
woman's point of origin, if she is trav-
eling this road then she is living in a
world where feminist goals are all too
relevant. Post-feminists should stop
blocking the way.
John Grant
The article entitled "Post Feminism?"
in last week's Cord stated that a
"woman's right to choose" has been
accepted by "an entire generation of
Canadian women." In response, I
would to like to state that it is inaccu-
rate to state that all Canadian women
embrace such a position. I know of
many students who vehemently
oppose legalized abortion, myself
included. If the old adage of "mother
knows best" is infallible, would peo-
ple condone a mother killing her tod-
dler because she truly believed that
would be the best choice for her and
her child? If no scientific evidence
exists to vouch that the fetus is
human, it would follow that people
are unable to be certain. If this is the
case, the taking of a life of the unborn
can constitute the taking of a human
life. To show that the unborn are actu-
al human beings, let me turn to sci-
ence for a minute. The Law of
Biogenesis states that human parents
produce their own kind. How is it
possible, then, for human parents to
produce something that is not initial-
ly human and then turn into a human
being after it leaves the womb? From
the perspective of someone who dis-
agrees with legalized abortion, it is
unfair to assert that the idea has been
"ingrained in the consciousness of an
entire generation of Canadian
women."
Jessica Ling
Vegetarian
At Laurier
Forgetting why I didn't eat at the
Dining Hall, I decided this week to
not take any food from home and rely
on my University to provide me with
complete and healthy meals. I am
also a vegetarian, and remembered
what the school promised me: that
there would be a Vegetarian option'
for dinner every day. I decided to trust
the school this week. Yes, I know I
must be on crack.
So I go there today for lunch and
look at the menu and have the option
of stir fry, that consists of rice, corn,
carrots and beans sprouts, or the
usual sandwich bar, fries, soup or
veggie burger. Can't complain too
much, however when I look at this
week's dinner menu, i become quite
frustrated. I have mash potatoes as a
constant, with meals such as spinach
turnovers, pasta (which I already
have for lunch 3-4 times a week) and
some cheese eggplant. So I realize
that I'm screwed.
My concern is what kind of an
excuse of a 'vegetarian option' is this?
The school shouldn't even mention
the fact that they have this 'option'
because it is an embarrassment. This
is false advertising! Imagine if I had
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actually bought into this and
purchased a large meal plan!?
As it is, I have invested $2300
into food that will probably take
me all four years to finish!
Simply, Laurier needs to shape
up - it's not fair to any student
and especially those with cer-
tain diet restrictions to have to
invest this large amount of
money and not get a decent,
balanced diet. Although I can
say I am pretty used to having a
restricted amount of variety and
I know I've chosen to be vege-
tarian. Laurier's attempt at
accommodating my food needs
has been sad and weak.
Ami Shah
What's
ThePoint?
This is in response to the letter
entitled "Missing the Point" that
appeared in last week's edition
of The Cord. "Missing the
Point" was a somewhat irritated
response to a letter entitled
"Why?", which was printed in
The Cord the previous week.
The author of "Missing the
Point" argued that the writer of
"Why?" was basically com-
plaining to the student body
about specific aspects of the
university that he did not under-
stand i.e. the television screen
at The Hub.
"Missing the Point" then sug-
gested that it would be more
"efficient", to use a business
term, to direct these questions
at specific people instead of
writing a letter to the student
paper. What the author of
"Missing the Point" fails to real-
ize is that he, himself, managed
to answer some of the questions
that were raised in the "Why?"
letter. He successfully explained
why Radio Laurier could not be
heard at the C-Spot at that time
and explained to us ignorant
non-business students that
books were marked up at the
bookstore because of economic
and business principles. What's
more scary than the fact that
"Missing the Point" contradicts
itself, is that the person who
wrote this letter is irritated at
someone for asking "why". The
desire to find out why the world
is the way it is is one of the
main motivations for human
study and the establishment of
institutions of higher education.
The author of "Missing the
Point", in his rush to be prag-
matic and efficient, missed the
entire point of the letter entitled
"Why?" We have every right to
ask why things are the way they
are since we are consumers.
Finally, who has time to go
to each specific department and
ask why they follow specific
policies? This is why we have
The Cord - to report on events,
and give voice to opinions and
questions related to those in the
Laurier environment. If the
author of "Missing the Point"
does not understand this princi-
ple then why is he even writing
to The Cord?
Suzan Gangoo
Due to space restrictions, we
were unable to print all the let-
ters we received this week.
They will be printed in a future
issue of The Cord.
Bethany Carter
Getting Off
Easy...
University of Waterloo mathe-
matics professor Vladimir
Platonov was sentenced last
Wednesday for the aggravated
assault of his wife.
Platonov, who was suspi-
cious of an extra-marital affair,
pinned his wife to the floor
while repeatedly beating her on
the head with a rock last year.
Valentina Platonov begged her
husband to stop as she bled pro-
fusely. Doctors found
Valentina's skull exposed but
were able to close her wounds
with 50 stitches.
Surely a
crime as vicious
as this is deserv-
ing of harsh
punishment. Yet
Justice Robert
Reilly granted
Platonov a con-
ditional sen-
tence of two
years less a day of evening
house arrest. That means the
UW professor will serve no jail
time. In addition to this, the
University of Waterloo has sus-
pended Platonov with full pay.
He may even maintain his sta-
tus as a full professor.
This shockingly lenient sen-
tence has triggered cries of out-
rage throughout the community.
Although the criminal code
allows for judges to pass condi-
tional sentences for certain
crimes, including some violent
offenses, it appears as if Reilly
has taken advantage of this
code in order to let Platonov off
the hook.
This ridiculous
justification of
Platonov's
sentence sends
out a negative
message.
Judge Reilly claims that
although the professor's actions
were vicious and unjustified,
Platonov has an otherwise clean
reputation. Moreover, Reilly
suggests that Platonov deserves
credit for his contributions to
science and society.
This ridiculous justification
of Platonov's sentence sends out
a negative message. It suggests
that spousal abuse is not a seri-
ous crime. A mere slap on the
wrist for such a violent offence
dismisses the efforts of courts
and governments to put an end
to domestic violence.
Victims of abuse need to
have the criminal code on their
side in order for their voices to
-i be heard.
Moreover, vio-
lent offenders
must be harshly
punished so that
is clear that
domestic vio-
lence is unac-
ceptable.
In addition to
this. Platonov's
sentence suggests to us that vio-
lence committed by those who
occupy a high social status is
somehow tolerable. It is doubt-
ful that Platonov would have
received such a lenient punish-
ment if he were an average
blue-collar man.
So, while many continue to
urge for an appeal to Platonov's
sentence, the grounded, but
full-salaried professor can relax
in the comfort of his own home.
Perhaps the mathematician
could use his skills to calculate
how many UW student tuition
dollars are paying for his vaca-
tion...
Tim Phillips
The Human
Condition
With each passing year, art is
turning its back on the human
condition. And the light of each
new day is blurring the lines
between art and entertainment,
success and excess, reality and
fantasy, love and hate.
Take, for instance, rap
videos. Back when he was
alive, John Lennon used to say,
"Woman is the Nigger of the
World". Well, that statement no
longer holds true. Today, the
young rap stars are the "niggas"
of the world and the women in
their videos are merely "bitch-
es" and "hos", creating a fanta-
sy world that dehumanizes
women and that never can be
fulfilled by the poor chump at
home watching his TV (i.e.-
me).
Rap music used to be a pow-
erful medium for positive
change. Political and sociopo-
litical messages would explode
like bombs inside the ears of
unsuspecting listeners. When
Chuck D said "Fight The
Power", you heard him. Today,
however, the song is dependent
on the video. And to achieve
massive play, a video requires a
great deal of tits and ass and/or
penis extensions: luxury cars,
expensive jewelry, guns.
It has gotten to the point
Rap music
used to be
a powerful
medium for
positive
change.
where even the messages of the
most perceptive of the contem-
porary MCs are being lost
amidst perpetual visual depravi-
ty and misogyny.
With each passing year, art is
turning its back on the human
condition. And the light of each
new day is blurring the lines
between art and entertainment,
success and excess, reality and
fantasy, love and hate.
Take, for instance, movies.
My favourite movies are charac-
ter-driven American films from
the late 1 960's and early 1 970's,
which subtly imply something
(usually many things) about
human nature and the human
condition. These movies would
probably be considered too
slow and boring for most of'
today's "quick-thinkers". You
see, nowadays, irony, special
effects, and loud explosions
have taken the place of conver-
sation, character, and silence.
We don't want to understand
ourselves better, because with
understanding comes disillu-
sionment. We just want to leave
our problems aside for two
hours (preferably less) and
watch the pretty people and the
pretty colours and the pretty sit-
uations. So much more pretty
than our lives. We just wanna
fantasize. We just wanna
escape.
If art is a reflection of society
and we're trying so hard to
escape, our reality must be pret-
ty dismal. Why dwell on it?
o
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Look out!! It's coming ow February sth, 2001...
Bust a Move G'
§ WEEK! #
Am awesome week full of events brought to you by
laurier Christian Fellowship:
*Drama with the Embassy Team *Bruxy Cavey speaking: "The Irreligious
Spirituality of Jesus"
* Special Surprise Sporty Speaker - stay tuned for more details!
at the Turret with Steadfast, Under One King, and Fear of God
(amazing breakdancin' and cool bands!)
*Art display and presentation with artist James Tuegen
| * Start of the 30-Hour Famine! |
*3 0-Hour Famine wrap-up and Potluck dinner
STUDENT LIFE
LCF Bustin' A Move
MAN TRAN
Who are the LCF and what is
'Bust-A-Move G'?
LCF stands for the Laurier
Christian Fellowship; they are a
group of students who meet on
a weekly basis. They occasion-
ally go on retreats and hold a
monthly Outreach event.
Currently, LCF has 160 mem-
bers who attend their meetings
and always welcome more.
Their emphasis is that you don't
have to be a Christian to join
the meetings or club.
In other words, if you want
some questions answered or
just want to see what it is like,
they recommend that you just
come out to see, hear, and
experience for yourself.
Besides, there is no membership
fee to join or attend most of the
events.
The Laurier Christian
Fellowship would like to invite
all students to attend a fun and
informative week of activities
known as 'Bust-A-Move G', or
BAM Week. It commences on
Monday February sth and con-
cludes on Friday February 9th.
It is taking place on campus and
all activities are free except for
the concert on Wednesday
night, which takes place in the
Turret. Tickets for the concert
will be on sale soon and the
price ranges from $8 for WLU
students and $12 for non-WLU
students.
'Bust-A-Move G' was coined
by Rachel Clark, the Outreach
Co-ordinator and Jenn Chaves,
the Social Co-ordinator.
"Jenn and I were inspired by
'Breakthrough Week' which
took place last year, but we
wanted to rename it," explains
Rachel.
She also clarifies what the
'G' in 'Bust-A-Move G' stands
for and the significance of it to
the overall name.
"The 'G' stands for God and
we want Him to move through
our campus."
Mel Kidon, the Publicity Co-
ordinator, lists what they have
in store for students during BAM
Week:
Mon. Feb. sth from 5:30-
7:00 p.m. in the Concourse -
drama presentations with the
Embassy Team and speaker
Bruxy Cavey speaking on "The
Irreligious Spirituality of Jesus."
Afterwards, anyone who would
like to can go to Jose's Noodle
Factory to spend time with
Bruxy.
Tues. Feb. 6th from 7-8 p.m.
in the Concourse, there will be
a Special Surprise Sporty
Speaker.
Wed. Feb. 7th starting at 7
p.m. in the Turret, there is a
concert featuring the Christian
bands Steadfast, Under One
King (breakdancers), and Fear of
God.
Thurs. Feb. Bth from 6-9 p.m.
in the Concourse, art will be on
display, including a presenta-
tion with artist, James Tuegen.
Fri. Feb. 9th beginning at
noon, the 30-Hour Famine will
commence, including night
events and a sleepover at school
for participants.
Sat. Feb. 10th, the 30-Hour
Famine will end and there will
be a huge pot luck dinner at
6:00 p.m.
Overall, Rachel says that the
various speakers will help reach
different groups with a variety of
speakers.
For instance, the surprise
sports speaker can reach those
students interested or participat-
ing in sports. Similarly, Artist
James Tuegen can reach those
students in Fine arts or show a
general appreciation for art, etc.
"I, myself, am totally excited
to be part of this week of
enlightenment, fun, and intro-
ducing Laurier to God," said
Kidon. "It's going to be amaz-
ing!"
For more information on LCF
or BAM Week, visit their web
site at
http://www.wlusu.com/LCF.Come see G move! He's freaky-deeky!
The Cell Phone
Scenario
REAGAN HAIRE
As we enter the year 2001, I
cannot help but notice the
influx of cell phones every-
where. It seems as though
everyone has a cell phone.
People all over campus are
walking around with one
against their head, not to men-
tion, the almost weekly occur-
rence of a ring during class.
Now, don't get
me wrong, on
one hand, I do
see the necessi-
ty of being digi-
tal these days,
but there is a
time and a
place.
Cell phones
have become a
way of life.
Whereas a few years ago, if
someone could not be reached,
the cell phone would be a last
resort.
Nowadays, people say, "Oh,
don't bother, just call my cell."
That is fine unless you are in the
middle of a lecture sitting
beside someone who's phone
goes off. It is distracting for the
rest of the class, the prof, and
the person has to run out all
embarassed. Why bring your
phone to class, or why leave it
on? Has it gotten to the point
where we cannot sit for an hour
or an hour and a half without
being connected to the outside
world?
The fact of the matter is that
The sightings of
cell phones on
campus have at
least tripled.
the digital world has exploded
and we are experiencing it here
on our own campus. The sight-
ings of cell phones on campus
have at least tripled from last
year. Why is that? Our culture
is turning into an exclusatory,
status-seeking bunch. I do
know this is not representative
of all cell-phone users.
As well, cell phones are now
being brought under scrutiny of
causing health
problems. It is
possible and has
been said that
the use of cell
phones is caus-
ing tumors in
the ears or side
of the head. This
is coming to light
just when cellu-
lar phones are at
their peak of popularity. We
now know that they can be a
health hazard, and probably
have always been one, and yet
we continue to use them and
purchase them in masses!
Cell phones can be a very
useful economic and safety
device, but at least make sure it
has a purpose for you. Do your
fellow classmates and profes-
sors a favour and do not bring
your cell phone to class, or at
least turn it off before you walk
in the door.
Press "End" and not "Send"
when you are walking down
the halls, and say "Hi!" to the
people walking past you!
queertheory"deconstructing homosexuality"
LUXMEN ALOYSIUS
Ours is a society of opposites.
For every object or concept that
we have created or observed in
the world, we have created its
opposite. From/good and bad,
sane and insarffe to masculine
and feminine, v|e have ordered
society into rigig categories that
include some a|d exclude oth-
ers. These categ|ries allow us to
make quick and easy judge-
ments about the world around
US.
The conception of opposites
is engrained in us from child-
hood, where fairytales abound
with lessons on the polar con-
structions of good and bad. The
Wizard of Oz illustrates this
clearly with Clenda the good
witch and the wicked witch of
the east. One witch is con-
structed as pretty, shiny and
pink. The other is uglv, dull and
green. We learn quite early
what is "good! and what is
"bad".
.
|
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As we enter %nd. go through;
our teenage the concept
of opposites falls into the con-
struction of our identities.
Concepts like masculine and
feminine flourish. Girls are
expected to be coy and polite.
Boys are excused for being loud
ancl aggressive. One is expected
to act, conform to, and accept
the extreme identities,oijr geni-
tals dictate.
|
v : The concep| of opposites
also creeps the construc-
tion of our sexu|lities.
' 'V", & \ ' -
Some view sexuality as bas-
kets in which people are
thrown. There is no space for
overlap. You either belong in
one camp or another.
c Some sociologists see sexu-
ality as a field, with heterosexu-
al ity on the one end and homo-
sexuality on the other.
Individuals are spread along
the field according to their
attraction towards both sexes.
Societal con-
structions force
people to identi-
y themselves as
gay or straight.
Instead of identifying individu-
als as straight, gay or bisexual,
, individuals have a gradient of
attraction to both sexes,
s What forces. one to identify
themselves as straight or gay are
societal constructions. Sexuality
is thus a societal construction.
Yet, what explains those that
identify themselves as gay?
Clearly there is no societal ben-
efit to being gay. Those that
identify themselves as gay, I
think, fall into the extreme split
towards homosexuality. It is
easier for them (societal benefits
or no societal benefits) to iden-
tify themselves as being gay.
But wait, what about bisexu-
als? Well, bisexuals may be true
to the sexuality field theory. But
one still has to recognize that
the sexuality fieicl theory still
works within the polarity frame-
work of male and female.
Looking back at earlier arti-
cles this year, a bisexual man
stated he wasn't attracted to the
gender of a person as much as
the personality of the person
themselves. An interesting and
noble concept, but I don't think
it works.
I see sexuality as a gut reac-
tion. It's something you know.
Pressure from society, family
and friends may blur that reac-
tion, but that sexual signal still
exists in every individual. Initial
attraction towards an individual
is based on physical appear-
ance, whose standards of attrac-
tion are based on gender, which
is a societal construction based
on biological standards.
While society may engineer
methods and systems of deter-
mining what is biologically
attractive, I think that biology
plays a crucial role in what we
are sexually attracted to. The
societal construction of oppo-
sites merely reflects a systemat-
ic method of determining what
is biologically "good" and what
is biologically "bad."
Yet nothing is clear or pre-
cise about sexuality. Sexuality is
fluid. Like biology, it changes
with time and the environment.
The societal construction of
opposites tries to keep this flu-
idity frozen for the purposes of
stability.
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Censorship
& expression
Lynette Visaya
"Without free speech no search for truth is possible...no discoverey of truth
is useful. .Better a thousandfold abuse offree speech than denial offree
speech. The abuse dies in a day; but the denial slays the life of the yeo-
yle, and entombs the hoye of the race."
-Charles Bradlauah
As different cultures, religions and opinions contin-
ue to mesh with each other, the world learns how
to accept different ways of life. However, along
with these various cultures are different levels of
acceptance and value. As a result, censorship
became a method of protecting individuals from
immoral and derogatory material presented in
media.
It is a self-defense.
It is hiding many truths from society.
It limits the knowledge of the many.
A Little History
Censorship has been in existence for thousands
of years. When all books were handwritten and
limited in numbers, book burning was a very effec-
tive form of censorship. In 21 3 8.C., all Confucian
books were burned except for one copy of each
which were kept in the Chinese State Library. It
was done by Shi Huang (founder of the Qin
Dynasty) as a form of punishment for the common
people who were eager to learn. His intention was
to establish intellectual uniformity so the general
public would not question the authority of imperi-
al rule.
During WWII, the Nazis sought to control
knowledge within their borders, "protecting" the
people from ideas that were not nationalistic and
did not coincide with Nazi ideology.
Censorship in Canada
Despite the "open-minded" approach of allow-
ing certain publications, films, and broadcast mate-
rial to filter to the public, there are many pieces of
art that do not make it across the Canadian border.
Even Canada has a history of banning books and
other forms of expression from entering its border.
In 1914, the first book that was banned from enter-
ing its border was Balzac's "Droll Stories." Four
years later, the Manitoba movie censor board
banned comedies claiming that it made the audi-
ences too "frivolous." In 1949, James Joyce's
Ulysses is finally allowed into Canada after 26
years of its publication. The "Art Room" at the
University of Toronto was finally closed down in
1955. Students were not allowed to read such
works as Havlock Ellis and de Sade unless they cer-
tified themselves as-free of "mental problems."
The books were then moved to open stacks where
all people were free to read them. In 1 967, African
Dancers were banned from performing bare-breast-
ed at Montreal's Place d'Arts.
Finally a breakthrough!
In 1985 things began to change in Canada.
Censorship was no longer about cutting films and
literature, but about classification. The Ontario
Film Review Board made a new mandate to classi-
fy rather than cut films. Hail Mary, a modern film
version of the story of the Virgin Mary as a student
who works at her father's gas station is passed as
Restricted but without cuts. Even though many
Catholics protested against its release and various
critics gave negative reviews about it as a blasphe-
mous film, it still made its way into theatres across
Ontario. Another breakthrough occurred in 1987
when the Canadian courts ruled that the book The
Joy of Gay Sex is allowed to be imported into
Canada despite its previous prohibition by Canada
Customs. Furthermore, the Supreme Court
declared that the wording in the customs tariff bar-
ring of "obscene and immoral" material was too
vague to constitute a reasonable limitation on free-
dom of expression. Therefore, they changed the
customs tariff to specify exactly what constitutes
such material.
A few weeks ago, the Ontario Film Review
Board made it public that they are splitting the
adult accompaniment rating into two categories.
The 14A rating means that children under the age
of 14 must be accompanied by an adult. The new
rating, 1 8A means those under the age of 1 8 must
be accompanied by an adult. This is the first
change that has occurred in the province's film-
classification system in 15 years.
The Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) is an
independent agency that regulates Canada's broad-
casting and telecommunications systems. The
statutes and regulations specified in the commis-
sion are mere suggestions for these forms of media.
As a form of national support, there are regulations
on the type of language and content that is broad-
cast on air. These suggestions limit the type of lan-
guage and forms of expression that are broadcast
on the radio. Despite these regulations, programs
that disobey them still make it across the airwaves.
The suggestions in the document are by no means
law, however; individuals who feel as though they
were violated by the substance which is broadcast
on air can appeal for the violation of their human
rights.
However, even though these regulations are
meant to protect the public from prejudice and
ignorance, do Canadians really have freedom of
speech? There are many self-righteous organiza-
tions who feel as though it is their obligation to use
their political clout to be the moral guardians of
society. However, even though these regulations
are meant to protect the public from prejudice and
ignorance, do Canadians really have freedom of
speech?
There are many self-righteous organizations
who feel as though it is their obligation to use their
political clout to be the moral guardians of society.
For instance, last October Ontario Attorney
General, Jim Flaherty tried to stop rapper, Eminem
from entering the Canadian border. He stated "I
think the lyrics are disgusting. I think they are
shocking and disgusting and I would hope that the
people in Ontario who agree with the evil of
domestic violence would not support this person
financially — by either going to his concert, letting
their children go to his concert, or buying these
CDs that have these lyrics on them." Even though
he tried to convince the federal government to pre-
vent notorious rap artist from entering the
Canadian border, he was unsuccessful, and the
artist made his way onto the Skydome stage.
Eminem is not the only artist who has been
attacked expressing himself. Other recent artists
who have been deemed not socially acceptable by
some include Marilyn Manson and Madonna.
People and institutions have protested the explicit
lyrics of Mr. Manson's music because of its satanic
value. Madonna's personality and music was wide-
ly criticized due to its openness towards sexuality.
However, many people continue to protest against
various forms of offensive material presented in the
media. Many writers and journalists are con-
strained by such opinions of what is acceptable in
society. Even publications from foreign avant gard
writers do not even make it past the Canadian bor-
der.
However, censorship in Canada has risen the
bars, allowing more freedom of speech and content
10
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in literature. However, it took much protesting and fighting before
Canada has reached its current level of freedom. Many books that con-
tain homo-erotic to feminist thoughts are found in bookstores across the
country. As the country continues to open itself to various opinions and
ways of life, the expression of many different minds is available to the
general public. However, the problem is the fact that more people get
offended by the various forms of material that is allowed on bookstands
across the country. Most people lack the will or ability to dispute ideas
they don't like, therefore, they try to find the easier route of protecting
their own opinions through censorship.
To commemorate the freedom of speech, the weeks of February 25
to March 3, 2001 have been dedicated as a period of time where all
Canadians are encouraged to think about their intellectual freedom.
Everyone is encouraged to take part the freedom to read events that
take place at major cities across Canada. Some of these events include
public readings to gurrei Ila readings on transit platforms and street cor-
ners.
Everyone is allowed to say whatever they want...apparently. It is out-
lined in the Charter of Rights that Canadians have "the freedom of
thought, belief, opinion and expression, including freedom of the press
and other media of communication." According to the Charter, people
should not be afraid to voice their opinions. The reality and the techni-
cal legalities of the situation, however, seem to dictate otherwise.
Muting the Media? Moves at WLU...
In the past year, The Cord has been at the centre of several controversies.
On each occasion, it was suggested both that the Cord was being censored
and that such action was justified. Was it?
SUMMER 2000:
University Administration refuses to send out the summer Frosh Mailer, citi-
ing content that was critical of the school. Associate Dean of Students
Katherine Elliot explains the university was looking for "a soft-sell market-
ing tool."
FALL 2000:
A group of students circulate a petition asking for funding cuts after con-
troversial Frosh Week coverage. Call is made for more school spirit.
WINTER 2000:
Complaints about the allegedly sexist nature of the Cord Joke Insert arise.
The university considers terminating the Operating Procedures Agreement
signed with WLUSP, the parent of the Cord.
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OUR NEW YEAR'S PRESENT TO YOU!!
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Buy your Student Class Airfare™ before January 31 st and SAVE!
Contact us for more details
TITRAVEL CUIS
Student Union Building, 3rd Floor, 886-8228
Owned and operated by the Canadian Federation of Students
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
An opportunity to gain valuable
work experience to enhance your
resume andtor portfolio. IMPRINT',
the UW Student newspaper is
looking for a full time, one year
contract, salaried employee for the
school year commencing March 1,
2001 to March 31, 2002. As
Editor-in-Chief you would be
responsible for organizing volun-
teer staff, overseeing all produc-
tion/layout for all sections of the
paper and be familiar with IBM
compatible computers/desktop
publishing. If you enjoy a chal-
lenging, fast paced environment,
please submit letter of application,
resume and samples of writing to;
IMPRINT, Student Life Centre,
Room 1116, University of
Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, N2L
3G1 by February 1, 2001.
INTERNATIONAL
Rekindling Irish Peace
JENY NUSSEY
British Prime Minister Tony Blair
spent two days last week at
Hillsborough Castle (the official
residence of the Northern
Ireland Secretary) talking with
Northern Ireland's political
leaders. The hope is to renew
dialogue and possibly end the
stalemate that prevents ail
groups from realizing goals that
were set out in the multi-party
Good Friday agreement in April
1998, which formally set out
guidelines for peace in
Northern Ireland.
One of the results of this
agreement was the creation of
an assembly to provide a demo-
cratic and equitable govern-
r tent where Irish nationalists
and British unionists should
work together. Power was trans-
ferred from Westminster to the
Northern Ireland Assembly in
December of 1999. But there
are still key issues upon which
opposing parties cannot agree.
They concern the decommis-
sioning of weapons, demilita-
rization and policing.
The fact that the agreement,
deadlines needing to be extend-
ed and a lack of trust between
opposing factions, is character-
sitic of at least the last 30 years
of conflict between the British
loyalists and Irish nationalists.
The roots of this conflict can be
traced back through hundreds
of years.
The IRA , who's political arm
is the party Sinn Fein, and other
paramilitary groups, both
Replublican and Lloyalist, have
yet to decommission their
weapons. "Decommissioning"
of arms means, basically,
destroying them and proving to
an international commission
that this has been done proper-
ly. Since the signing of the Good
Friday agreement, the IRA have
cooperated on and off with the
Independent International
Commission on
Decommissioning.
Decommissioning plays a
big part in the impasse in talks.
On several occasions, the Ulster
Unionists (a loyalist party) have
refused to sit at the table with
Sinn Fein before the IRA decom-
missions weapons. However
the IRA does not want to com-
mit to disarming until the new
political organizations have
been implemented and proven
effective.
Also blocking the road to an
understanding between the par-
ties involved is the lack of con-
census on policing reform in
Northern Ireland. The current
police force is composed heavi-
ly of British loyalists. The Patten
Report was drawn up as a result
of the Good Friday agreement,
suggesting reforms that needed
to be made to the police force
so that everyone would be treat-
ed equitably.
One of the changes being
implemented is the creation of a
Police Board consisting of bal-
anced numbers of representa-
tives both nationalist and loyal-
ist. Currently, both the SDLP
(Social Democratic Labour
Party) and Sinn Fein (both
nationalist political parties)
refuse to sit on the board. They
feel that the proposed reforms
do not go far enough, while
political parties at the other end
of the spectrum feel there have
already been too many
changes. The Royal Ulster
Constabulary (the current police
force) is also to be renamed the
Police Service of Northern
Ireland under the propsed
changes.
This past week in an editori-
al, the Irish Times called for all
parties to take the necessary
"leap of faith" and agree to sit
together on the Police Board to
help forward the peace process.
The three main political parties
in Northern Ireland who sup-
port the Good Friday
Agreement - SDLP, Sinn Fein
and UUP - are now under pres-
sure to work out their differ-
ences before British elections
that could come as early as
April.
There are parties in Northern
Ireland, such as the Democratic
Unionist Party, who are against
the Good Friday agreement and
are predicting it will fail.
Talks will likely continue into
coming weeks as the
Prime Minister meets with Irish
Prime Minister Bertie Ahern.
After his two days of meet-
ings at Hillsborough last week
Tony Blair said that he sees the
"political will" to find a solution.
Many say talks will intesify
this week. Some believe that
unless there is great progress in
the next month, the Good
Friday agreement will have to
be abandoned.
The history of conflict in
Northern Ireland is complex
and deeply rooted and no part
of the peace process is simple.
John De Chastelain (a Canadian
and head of the Independant
International Commission on
Decommissioning) estimates
that more than 3,600 people
have been killed in the last 25
years of the conflict between
nationalists and loyalists.
Violence continues still: last
week there was a pipe bomb
attack, although no group has
claimed responsibility.
The first section of the Good
Friday agreement (officially
known as the Belfast
Agreement) states: "We, the par-
ticipants in the multi-party
negotiations, believe that the
agreement we have negotiated
offers a truly historic opportuni-
ty for a new beginning."
The next weeks and months
may tell whether or not the
agreement will realize its place
in history as a "new beginning".
FILE
PHOTO
A woman walks by a poster that publizied the Referendum on the Good Friday Agreement
Congolese Caliph Kabila Killed
MANEESH SEHDEV
Congo President Laurent Kabila
was shot and killed during a
possible attempted coup last
week.
During a meeting with Emile
Mota, Economic Adviser to the
President, one of Kabila's body-
guards entered the room and
shot Kabila at close range.
Mota was apparently the
only witness to the assassina-
tion.
"He (the assassin) very
quickly pulled his revolver out
of his hip holster and shot him
(Kabila) in the left side of the
neck," he said. "The president
slumped back."
After the shooting, Joseph
Kabila, Laurent's son, was
installed as Congo's new presi-
dent. The younger Kabila is a
Major-Genera! in Congo's army.
He has a difficult task ahead
of him, however, as the country
remains divided and western
governments have hinted at
proceeding with the United
Nations' peace plan to establish
a cease-fire and deploy U.N.
observers to the area. Diplomats
are unsure of Joseph Kabila,
fearing he will be unable to
control the situation in Congo.
"He is a pale shadow of his
father, and his father wasn't
much," said one State
Department official.
The situation could turn into
a power vacuum if Joseph
Kabila is unable to control the
country without his father.
Many different groups have
been fighting in Congo and it
seems many have viewed
Kabila's assassination as a good
sign. • However, the younger
Kabila's legitimacy has yet to be
proven and Congo seems to be
in a quiet state, waiting for
something to occur.
"We are all in a wait and see
mood but we are afraid," said
lawyer Jean Aleko.
Laurent Kabila came into
power in 1997 in Congo, for-
merly Zaire, through rebellions
against Mobutu Sese Seko's dic-
tatorial regime.
However, Kabila continued
the ways of his predecessor by
banishing his main political
opponent, Etienne Tshisekedi,
and outlawing every political
party other than his own. He
then appointed friends and fam-
ily members to the highest posi-
tions of power and grew
increasingly secretive. As a
result, internal opposition grew
and splinter rebel groups
appeared, eventually taking
over half the country.
Once Kabila abandoned
Rwanda and Uganda, the coun-
tries that backed his rise to
power, they turned their support
to the Congo rebel groups. This
unrest lead to civil war in
Congo, which has continued for
the last two and a half years.
Many differing theories
regarding the assassination have
surfaced in recent days. Mota's
version of events seems to con-
tradict the popular theory that a
group of dissatisfied generals
were behind the assassination.
Suspicions have also been
focused on Kabila's inner circle
of power, which may have been
attempting a coup.
Another theory believes the
state of Angola to be involved
due to their grievances with
Kabila's approach to the peace
process between the countries.
The reasons behind Kabila's
assassination are still unknown.
It also remains to be seen who
will profit most from Kabila's
death.
FILE
PHOTO
Laurent Kabila's death could leave a power vacuum in the already hostile Congo
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ENTERTAINMENT
Celtic Clay on display
Canadian Clay and Glass Gallery opens exhibit
MANEESH SEHDEV
LUKE MARTYN
Waterloo is lucky to be the
home of the venerable
Canadian Clay And Glass
Gallery. Why, you ask? Well,
this is the only place you can
witness Richard Lynn Studham's
'A Pantheon Of Celtic Saints'.
This collection is Studham's
reflection of his Celtic heritage
through several mixed media
pieces of art. Studham has cre-
ated a lingering vision of his
rich heritage. His pieces fill the
air with concepts of early Celtic
mystique, they add a sense of
modernity to imagery of tradi-
tional European and Celtic
notions.
And just how does he create
these exquisite examples of his
Celtic heritage? Let's delve into
the technicalities, shall we?
Studham bisque fired and
smoked white earthenware clay,
leaving the marks of combus-
tion on the surface. Specialized
tools, such as carved carob
pods, butter pads and lumps of
coral, were then used to press
patterns into the damp clay.
Pictorial elements included
in the design were achieved by
applying photocopied fabric
transfers onto a strong Japanese
paper known as MM Tengujo.
They are then placed on the sur-
face of the clay with an adhe-
sive. At times, the image is lay-
ered over a patterned back-
ground. This results in the print
showing through the top surface
as a ghost image. The pieces are
frequently reinforced with
woven fiberglass and camou-
flaged with additional applica-
tions of paint. Recycled materi-
als once used by bricklayers
adds additional structural sup-
port to the pieces.
At this point in the article,
you must be wondering just
who this Studham guy is.
Montreal artist Richard Lynn
Studham currently works at the
Faculty of Education at McGill
University and has attended the
Sunderland College of Art and
Design and the Royal Academy
of Fine Arts in Copenhagen.
Throughout these travels, his
Celtic heritage became increas-
ingly apparent to him, leading
him to develop his latest works.
Studham's scope for these
works is derived from
Scandanavia, south Germany
and eastern France, the Iberian
peninsula and pre-Roman
Britain from the second half of
the fifth century BCE. Studham
has used several popular
aspects of Celtic art such as
rhapsodic rhythms, textural
contrast, complex colour
orchestration, strong geometric
structures and densely com-
pressed information. He has
weaved these elements together
to create a haunting memoir of
his ancestry.
With this body of work,
Studham, much too mature for
the Celtic revival, has created
something unique to his saga.
When viewing his art, the musi-
cal compositions of the great
Arvo Part and the esteemed
Henryk Gorecki come to mind.
His compositions bridge the gap
between mind, body and soul
by offering something momen-
tously celebratory of his Celtic
heritage.
The Canadian Clay And
Glass Gallery is located at 25
Caroline Street North. Please
leave your skateboards at home.
LUKE
MARTYN
A stunning display highlights Studham's latest Celtic pieces
Le film, le soundtrack: Snatch-a-riffic!
SCOTT CAIRNS
The first five minutes of Snatch is
garbage. Its every two-bit hacked up
post-Tarantino cliche rapped into a noisy
little intro, and a boring introduction of
characters. As the main character Turkish
(Jason Statham) talks about his dirty box-
ing in tandem with somebody stealing a
big diamond, I was slowly feeling like I
just wasted my money on poop in
colour. Fortunately, after that, Snatch
gets REAL good. All of the sudden, a dog
swallows a squeeze toy, some guys
screw some crap up, Brad Pitt talks a
whole bunch of gibberish, and a whole
bunch of people get knocked out and
killed and stuff. By the end, I had a big
smile on my face. Snatch was great. Here
are some reasons why.
It's hilarious. Guy Ritchie has a sense
of black comedic timing that pleasantly
fails to find comparison (either that or
I'm too lazy to think of one). Snatch is
basically 2 hours of scenes like the one
in Out of Sight where the guy trips on the
step and blows his head off. If you don't
find this sort of thing that funny, then
Snatch probably isn't for you. There is a
lot of "storing the dead body" humour
throughout the plot, which, albeit clever,
isn't the most tactful thing on the planet.
Nonetheless, I'm a dirty son of a gun,
and Vinnie Jones (A dirty soccer player
turned dirty actor) makes me laugh real
hard.
What else? Oh yah, its got a great
soundtrack. The good people at
Universal sent us a copy of it, which
made it easy for me to do a quasi review
of the movie and songs contained with-
in. Like Guy Ritchie's previous movie,
Lock, Stock, and Two Smoking Barrels,
the songs add an incredible amount to
the mood to the film without compro-
mising the style of the flick. One of the
most memorable scenes in the film
blends Massive Attack's "Angel" so well,
that I now see dead bodies every time
someone plays Mezzanine. As I listen to
the soundtrack, I can easily recall each
scene that the music accompanies,
which is an amazing feat considering
that I've only seen the movie once, and
it was five days ago. The soundtrack
holds its own as a solid album too- with
sparse dialogue from various characters
along with genres of music ranging from
straight up greasy funk, t0... erm...
Madonna.
Okay, back to the movie (this is a very
well conceived review isn't it???). Well,
for a pretty typical but well written little
action film, Snatch has some excellent
acting. I'm no Brad Pitt fan, but the guy
keeps on being funny in movies, which
really pisses me off because he is much
better looking than I am, and apparently
also funnier than my skanky ass. Del
Toro, is, as always, top notch, and Jason
Stratham proves once again that he's just
a younger, and cooler version of Bruce
Willis. I'd make a big case for the excel-
lency of all of the supporting cast, but I
don't really know who they are, and to
be honest I'm not about to check all
there crazy british names. That aside,
they were good. Great even. Vinnie
Jones alone friggin' kills me. That thug is
a genius.
See this movie! If not for the hilarity, at
least see it for the multitude of dead bod-
ies and doggies.
FILE
PHOTO
Vinnie Jones says: "Don't Mess!"
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45 Minutes and Eight Seconds in Hell
From the soulless monster who brought
you the Backstreet Boys and N'Sync,
comes O-Town, the product of ABC's
'real TV' crap, "Making the Band." I can't
lie. I watched this show, so I know what
a cultural train-wreck it was. My
favourite episode was when Ashley
dumped the "love of his life" in Mexico
and put her bawling on a plane back to
the States. However, back to the
"music."
I think I know what some of you are
thinking; that I'm a musical elitist and
only listen to weird, abrasive computer
noises from Britain and Sweden.
Not true. I like some pop music. I think
Robbie Williams is fantastic, I even think
N'Sync has some redeeming qualities.
O-Town, however is just pure garbage. If
I had to condense my thoughts to one
phrase, it would be "curdled, sewer-
pop... the ultimate white noise."
There is one person O-Town forgot to
thank in their liner notes. Satan. The
only thing that could possibly be respon-
sible for this evil piece of trash is a deal
with the Devil himself. I know this
because I listened to the WHOLE
F***lNG ALBUM, and was somewhere
between the tears and homicidal rage
the whole time... except for one point
_during "Every Six Seconds" when I real-
ized the song's a giant reference to think-
ing about sex every six seconds. A fan-
tastic for image for the preteen girl mar-
ket, don't 'cha think?
The only redeemable thing about
doing this review is I am now certain that
the Devil actually does exist, 'cause after
listening to this album, there is NO way
ANYONE can deny the existence of
pure, unadulterated evil in the world. I'm
going to go pray now. I urge all of you to
join hands and do the same. The end is
near.
Daryl Munro
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L.C.A. Talent Agency, requires people for Background work in
movies and television. This is not full time, we can work around most
schedules, large percentage of work is in Toronto, car pooling is available.
Background acting needs no experience, just a willingness to listen
and learn. Hourly rate of pay is seven to eight dollars, and actors are
supplied with lunch and snacks while working. The numbers of hours
per day can vary from six to twelve hours, or longer. L.C.A. does
charge a 10.7% commission on gross pay for every day worked.
Interested people please call Janette or Zoe 519-648-2812
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SPORTS
Hawks fade to 1-4
BASIL BOTETZAYAS
The atmosphere was electric: he
was back playing on the floor
where he had honed his skills
and gained the affection of the
campus. In return he showed
glimpses of his greatness. No, it
was not the return of Mario
Lemieux, not quite.
Kenny Hodgekins was back
at his old digs, the AC, and this
matchup would serve to pre-
view the Vince Carter-Tracy
McGrady matchup in intensity
and ferocity.
Adam Rogers versus Kenny
Hodgekins, round 1. Two of the
premier big men in the OUA
battling it out.
The Hawks raced to early
first half leads of 7 and 6 points.
Each time the Lancers fought
back to tie it up or take the lead.
Riding the defense of Mr
Rogers early, the Hawks were
content to give Hodgekins his
looks inside. The scene was
very carnival-esque as the for-
mer Little House don
(Hodgekins) was heckled by his
former floor every time he
touched the ball or went to the
bench.
Entering the second half,
Windsor held a 36-33 lead. The
see-saw battle continued as
Windsor would go on a run
only to be followed by a Laurier
run.
Rogers and Hodgekins con-
tinued to battle it out with
Rogers collecting 15 boards to
go along with his 9 points, 5
assists and 5 blocked shots. His
counterpart chipped in with 15
points and ten boards.
As the showdown of the big
men seemed to take the lime-
light, the sub-plot was horren-
dous shooting by both teams.
It was ugly as Laurier shot
26% in the second half to round
out their shooting percentage at
30%. Windsor on the other
hand raised their shooting per-
centage to 44% in the second
half to finish off at 35%.
This difference in percent-
ages in the second half can be
attributed to more patience and
ball movement by Windsor.
Laurier was unwilling to pass up
shots to work the ball and get a
really good look at the basket,
too often settling for long threes
pointers.
On another note there was
one Hawk who had it going on
in this game, taking control of
the reins. Argentino Filia was
definitely feeling it as he almost
singlehandedly carried the
Hawks at the end of the fourth.
It was all to no avail as the
Hawks lost this decision by a
score of 70-63.
Having partially regrouped,
the Hawks made the trek on
Saturday morning to the
University of Waterloo. What
the Golden Hawks found was
the fury and vengeance of the
Warriors waiting to spill over. In
their previous meeting, the
Hawks had defeated their most
hated rival for the first time
since the 1997 season.
Playing in front of a packed
raucous crowd the Warriors
nursed an early lead of around
ten points for most of the first
half. Just before the halftime
break the Warriors reeled off
another spurt capped by a three
pointer at the buzzer.
The Hawks, down 48-31 at
the half, rode Jeff Zdrahal and
his 16 points. Zee seemed to be
the only one that was in the
game, burying shot after shot.
Coming out, the Warriors
wanted to seal the victory, push-
ing their lead to an impressive
thirty points with the rotation
consistently changing while
coach Peter Campbell tried to
find someone to help Zee on the
floor. Argentino Filia along with
Chris Scott, Adam Rogers and
Dan jonker stepped it up, but
they seemed to be out of sync
with each other, never gelling
together or having their efforts
complement each other.
With the margin locked
around thirty points, Golden
Hawk fans saw the re-emer-
gence of Rob Duffy. Working
his way back into the rotation,
his tough defence and all out
hustle sparked our beloved
Hawks.
Team defence improved,
they were running the break,
rebounding challenging shots,
even taking it right to the
Warriors on the offensive end.
With Duffy rotating through
with Zee and Jonker on the
perimeter, Argentino and
Darren Viera relentlessly push-
ing the ball up the floor, there
was a glimpse of what this team
could become.
The final outcome of the
game was 86-71 for the hated
Warriors yet in showing these
glimpses, the Hawks showed
their heart, resiliency and
refusal to give up. It was not a
positive outcome for the Hawks
yet the Hawk fans were definite-
ly pleased with the end.
In the upcoming week the
Hawk bailers will square off
against the University of
Western Ontario Mustangs and
the McMaster Marauders, two
perenially top . ten ranked
Canadian teams.
EDDY
SCHALL
Poor shooting has been the achilles heel of the men's team and can be largely blamed for their 1-4 record
It's Always Darkest before Dawn
MARIANNA HRKAC
Having heard the whispers, the snickers,
and all the negative comments associat-
ed with a 2-10 record, the WLU
women's basketball team had a chip on
their shoulder last Wednesday evening.
A game against the fourth placed
Windsor Lancers was motivation enough
for the ladies to let out their frustrations.
Approaching the ever elusive height
of 100 points, the women's squad
topped out at 96 in a 96-67 victory. With
a new score clock on display in the gym,
coming with an abundance of flashing
lights, the women proceeded to shoot
the lights out. As the points poured in on
the Laurier side of the scoreboard and
spectators were blinded by the energy on
the court and on the clock, there was a
point in the game when there was a
threat of an electricity shortage. Luckily,
the Windsor Lancers were able to con-
serve voltage on their side of the clock,
as they put up numbers far short of the
level set by Laurier.
A home turf performance to say the
least, the lady Hawks blasted through the
opposition from start to finish, and every-
where in between. They came out with a
tenacity and aggressiveness spurred by
the frustration of their past inability to
play with the quality they were capable
of. Looking to take the ball to the hole
instead of shooting, an area of weakness
in the past, proved beneficial.By driving
aggressively to the basket they were able
to convert more points and earn trips to
the foul line. The commitment to take
the ball to the basket allowed them to be
more selective in the shots they took and
a higher shooting percentage.
Perhaps the most obvious difference
this time around was the fact that the
team actually played as a team. No
longer relying on one person to rise to
the occasion, the effort was mutual.
Their performance was synergistic in
every sense, with each member doing
their share and contributing to the teams'
success. In fact, by the completion of the
game, four players had double-digit per-
formances, hence the near triple digit
outcome.
Coming off a breakout performance in
the game prior, to put it mildly, Kate
Richardson resurfaced in this encounter
with 36 points and 12 rebounds. (This is
not a printing error). To try and explain
her play on this day would be beyond
words. The numbers speak for them-
selves, and let's just say Windsor will not
be forgetting her name or face anytime
soon.
Respectful supporting performances
came from Stefanie Nadalin with 19
points, Christa Lodge with 11 points and
Becky Williams with 10. It seemed as if
they fed off each other instead off sitting
back and relying on one person to put up
the points. An ideal situation, they all
rose to the occasion, held back nothing
and should be proud of their stellar per-
formance.
A little flabbergasted by the his team's
unfamiliar success, head coach Stu Julius
was caught dancing on the sideline on
more than one occasion during the
game. At one point the steps took an
unfortunate twist and found him sitting
in the lap of his unsuspecting point
guard. Perhaps not as polished as one
would like, we forgive in light of the fact
that he has not been doing a lot of danc-
ing on the sidelines of the past, and can
only hope that the saying 'practice
makes perfect' holds true.
USA
POWELL
Finally, the shots liave started to fall for the Hawks
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Men: Playoff
dreams live
WOODIE BROWN
Having won one and lost one
game this past week the men's
hockey team finds themselves
in last place in the OUA West.
Head coach Tony
Martindale wants his team to
play with intensity and play
like every game is their last.
On Wednesday against
Western, Laurier fought hard to
tie the game at 1-1 and then 2-
2. Their resiliency did not pay
off as the experienced Western
squad pulled away for a 5-2
victory. Playing the third
ranked team in Canada, Laurier
kept the game within reach.
However, Western showed
why they are so highly regard-
ed, controlled the play of the
game creating several more
scoring opportunities than the
Hawks.
Coach Martindale was
happy with the way his team
played to keep the game close
but stated that after tying a
game it is important to keep
playing with the same level of
intensity.
Unfortunately, after the
Golden Hawks scored to tie the
game at two they did not do
this, allowing Western to score
forty seconds later and cruise
to victory. Martindale was par-
ticularly upset with his team for
allowing Western to score
twice off of face-offs.
"This was deflating for the
team after we stayed close for
most of the game," Martindale
said.
The Hawks then found
themselves travelling to
Windsor on Saturday to play an
incredibly important game.
Windsor lay claim to the last
playoff spot in their division.
With a loss Laurier would be
five points behind the Lancers
with seven games remaining,
none against Windsor.
The Hawks knew they had
to play well and came out fly-
ing in a 3-2 victory, outshoot-
ing the Lancers 47-31. Laurier
netted a quick goal 1:30 into
the game when Eric Ballantyne
scored from the high slot.
After allowing Windsor to
tie the game Laurier came out
of the first intermission with
renewed energy and scored
just over two minutes into the
period on a Chris Ferguson
breakaway. Andrew Lumb
scored Laurier's third goal,
only to see Windsor score with
4:1 6 left in the game. However,
that was all the scoring that
would occur in this game.
Martindale was impressed
with his team's performance in
a game they knew they had to
win.
"It is one thing to say that
this is a must-win game, but it
is another for the players to
come out with energy and win
it," Martindale remarked.
Laurier is now only one
point behind Windsor for the
last playoff spot.
Spikers clinch playoffs
KYLIE MANCHESTER
The women's volleyball team
continued their winning trend of
winning by beating McMaster
this weekend. With a record of
9-3, the women have secured a
second place position in the
OUA division and a spot in the
playoffs.
Saturday's game against
McMaster brought the Golden
Hawk women another win,
beating the opposition in three
straight games. The head coach,
Dave Mclntyre, was very
pleased with the win, "We
played great - we had a game
plan and executed it."
The women were soon
brought down from their high
by losing to U of T in four games
on Sunday, "We just had a real-
ly slow start," stated Mclntyre.
The women lost the first two
games, but rebelled against
Toronto to win the third game.
In spite of their determination,
the Golden Hawks lost the
fourth and final game.
Even in defeat, Paula
Watson and Kathy Ingalls's per-
formances impressed many,
including the coach and specta-
tors. Mclntyre praised Watson's
game by saying that, "She had a
great match - she was a rock."
The January 13th game
against Guelph proved victori-
ous after a slow start. After los-
ing the first two games, "We
made adjustments and fought
hard", Mclntyre said.
Kathy Ingalls, who was also
the athlete of the week, con-
tributed to the game by tallying
an amazing 14 kills, 10 digs,
"Paula Watson
and Kathy
Ingall's perform-
ances impressed
many, including
coaches and
spectators."
and 3 stuff blocks. Other key
players to the winning game on
the 13th were Nicole Payne,
Cara McKenzie, Paula Watson,
and Lisa Martin.
The men have also played
three games since the break,
suffering two losses, but also
picking up an important win.
The Guelph match started off
promising with the Hawks win-
ning the first game 25-23, and
putting up a tough fight in the
second game, but losing 23-25.
The Golden Hawks then as
coach Todd Dougherty states,
"fell apart/' losing the final two
games 16-25 and 13-25.
"At this level of play, it
(falling apart) shouldn't hap-
pen." states Dougherty.
With a dismal 3-8 record, the
men still have a chance to make
the playoffs.The team has
improved throughout the sea-
son, not only in skill, but also in
attitude. Dougherty states that
the men are more intense and
aware of their positions on the
court. The team is relying on
their skills, and these elements
to help boost them into a playoff
position in March.
More specifically, the
Golden Hawks can rely on the
leadership abilities of their set-
ter/co-captain, Matt Ritchie, the
perseverance of fellow co-cap-
tain, Mark Gatto, and the return
of the starting 6'7" middle hitter,
Ryan TeBoekhorst. TeBoekhorst
has been unable to play due to
a knee injury, but he rejoined
the team on the court this week-
end, helping in the battle
against McMaster and Toronto.
The Hawks will next take to
the floor in the AC versus the
University of Waterloo on
Friday January 26, 2001.
Sam Simons
and Jason Bullock
Labatt Players of the Game
Labatt Blue Player of the Game
vs. Western - Sam Simons
Simons, a local product ofKitchener-
Waterloo, continued his strong play for
the Golden Hawks last week in their
Wednesday loss to the Western
Mustangs Simons contributed a single
assist in the 5-2 defeat and furthered his
reputation in the OUA for physical play
With the Hawks locked in a dogfight for
the final playoff spot in the in the OUA
Far West, Simons will be called upon to
continue this solid play.
Labatt Blue Player of the Game
vs. Windsor - Jason Bullock
Jason Bullock is already making a con-
tribution in his first year with the Golden
Hawks. The Beaverton native played an
excellentgame for the Hawks in their
Saturday win over the Windsor Lancers.
While Bullock only had a single assist
on the score sheet at the end of the night,
he won a number of key faceoffsand
was double-shifted in the third period.
Look for more outstanding play from
this Golden Hawk as the team tries to
claw their way into the OUA Far West
playoffs.
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EYEGLASSES OR CONTACTS
Buy one complete pair of eyeglasses or
soft contact lenses at regular price, and
get a second pair free
Details in store ~ With coupon
Not valid with other offers. Expires Feb. 3/01
Italian Sandwiches
efiL 888-1039 /QL
160 UNIVERSITY AVE.WEST
7 QQJITa!jMmi * y 4 TAX jc
ANY PITA
CALL FOR DELIVERY
BUSINESS
Student Sales
Marketing Association sets
upfirstannualconference
MAN TRAN
Where can you see Choclair -
the Rap Artist, Andrew Pollock -
Vice-President of Marketing at
HMV Canada, Ralph James -
three-time award winning
Canadian Music Agent of the
Year and many more? Well, one
place is the Laurier Marketing
Association.
The Laurier Marketing
Association (LMA) will soon be
presenting ALMAS, the Annual
Laurier Marketing Association
Summit. This will be Laurier's
first marketing conference to
bring together 160 university
students from across Canada.
This year's theme is "The
Business of Popular Culture" and
is scheduled to take place March
Bth through 10th at the Walper
Terrace Hotel.
Sixty students from Laurier
will be attending ALMAS, during
which time they will be quite
spoiled. They'll receive five
meals, attend a cocktail recep-
tion with Alumni, participate in
four speaking engagements and
a panel discussion featuring
Choclair, Andrew Pollock and
Ralph James.
As well, they will be able to
attend two evening social events
ALMAS' stated
goal is to offer
an experience
unlike any other
featuring a surprise band.
The focus of ALMAS will be
on providing the opportunity to
work on a case study and lead
activities.
The other main goal is to pro-
vide a wide variety of network-
ing opportunities and develop
conference attendees into solid
Laurier ambassadors to other
university students.
ALMAS' stated goal is to offer
an experience unlike any other
with a current and relevant
theme, a strong line-up of speak-
ers, a number of networking pos-
sibilities, and lots of events to
generate Laurier spirit and
remind other university students
of our friendly reputation.
The speakers will share their
marketing strategies, career
opportunities and personal
insights on 'the business of pop-
ular culture.'
The conference fee is $125
and spots are limited to a first
come, first serye basis. The reg-
istration cut-off date is
Wednesday, January 31st.
Students still wishing to partici-
pate will be put on a waiting list.
For information on ticket pur-
chase, e-mail almas_inco@hot-
mail.com or leave a message at
884-0710 ext. 2705. For the lat-
est updates, vjsit the LMA web-
site at:
http://www.wlusu.com/LMA/al,
or drop by the LMA office at
P3117.
FILE
PHOTO
I .anrier's Marketing Association, what a friendly bunch!
Nortel fights
forprofits
MARK MORASSUT
An Internet revolution is loom-
ing across all borders, and will
undoubtedly establish a new
era of worldwide e-business
and global communications.
At. the heart of this vast
opportunity, Nortel Networks
Corporation continues to fight
for a share of the profits.
With corporate headquar-
ters in Brampton, Ontario,
Nortel Networks serves the
emerging and existing needs of
service providers, carriers, dot-
coms, small and medium
sized businesses, and large
corporations in more than 100
countries and territories
around the world.
Nortel Networks; through
acquisitions, alliances, and
Research & Development, is
successfully implementing a
four-pronged strategy to build
a better Internet.
They are the global leader
in Optical Internet, Wireless
Internet, Local Internet and e-
business. Nortel claims to
redefine the speed, reliability,
quality and profitability of the
Internet for their clients.
Last Thursday, Nortel
Networks reported fourth
quarter 2000 results and year
2000 results after the markets
closed.
Revenue for the quarter was
$8.82 billion (U.S.), represent-
ing a 34 percent increase from
the same period in 1999.
Operating profit was $825
million, or 26 cents a share,
compared to $607 million, or
21 cents per share, for the
same period in 1999. This
represents an increase in earn-
ings per share from operations
of 24 percent.
For the year, revenues
increased 42 percent to 30.28
billion from 21.29 billion for
1999. Net earnings from oper-
ations were 2.31 billion, or 74
cents per share, compared to
1.43 billion, or 52 cents per
share for 1999. Tit is repre-
sents an increase in earnings
per share of 42 percent.
John Roth, CEO of Nortel
Networks, said, "We're
delighted to have turned in
what is by all records a fantas-
tic year for Nortel, We're
pleased we were able to deliv-
er against the expectations we
set out."
With this said, investors
sent shares in the Toronto
Stock Exchange heavyweight
soaring on Friday. The stock
closed up $6.25, or 11.5 per-
cent, at $60.85.
In heavy trading of more
than 18 million shares, Nortel
pushed the TSE 300 composite
index up 262.01 points, or
2.94 percent, to 9,161.07
points. It hasn't reached that
level since the first week of
December.
Looking ahead, Nortel
Networks said it's well posi-
tioned to take advantage of
any increases in customer
spending this year.
"We see continuing strong
market demand in our target
industry segments," comment-
ed Roth. "Even with economic
uncertainty, Nortel Networks,
with our global reach and
industry leading portfolio, is
ideally positioned to continue
to outpace the market and
gain profitable market share."
" It's wel I positioned to
take advantage of any increases in
customer spending."
—
Business Bites
Self-Serving Internet Advice
Do not rely solely on investor informa-
tion found on Internet chat rooms or bul-
letin boards. Canada's securities regula-
tors have warned that such information
may be false or misleading, often used to
increase the value of thinly traded
stocks. Arthur Levitt, U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission chairman com-
pares these chat rooms to graffiti by say-
ing, "It's nothing different than what you
see on a bathroom wall." Estimates sug-
gest that half the messages in Internet
chat rooms contain false information.
And the majority of Internet service
providers fail to adequately police their
bulletin boards. Just because the stock
information appears to be legitimate,
doesn't always mean it is.
Bank Cuts Interest Rates
Tuesday, the Bank of Canada cut its key
rate, explaining that the U.S. slowdown
has been more abrupt than expected.
Both the Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce and the Royal Bank of
Canada announced they would cut
prime lending rates by 25 basis points to
7.25%, effective Wednesday. Although
Canada's economy shows no consistent
signs of weakness, some argue that the
rate cut was necessary as a preventative
measure. By cutting interest rates, the
bank believes it will balance aggregate
supply and demand in the economy and
keep core inflation near the 2% level.
Bidding War for Chapters
Trilogy Retail Enterprises LP mailed its
new bid on Monday as Chapters man-
agement urged shareholders "not to yield
to the pressure." This followed a deci-
sion by the Ontario Securities
Commission tribunal that revoked the
'poison pill' that Chapters was using to
stop the hostile takeover. The battle con-
tinues between Trilogy and electronics
retailer Future Shop Ltd. for the biggest
bookstore chain in Canada. Some
observers are waiting for an improved
offer from Future Shop, but many ana-
lysts view the takeover as a lost opportu-
nity and bad fit.
CEO of Sears Canada Resigns
Monday, Paul Walters stepped down
from his position as chairman and chief
executive officer of Canadian opera-
tions. Sears has confirmed that an offi-
cial of the U.S. parent company has
replaced Mr. Walters. Walters was
instrumental in Sears' decision in 1999
to buy the failed Eatons stores and his
departure came unexpectedly. As he is
held in high regard within various retail
circles, there is speculation about impli-
cations for Sears share price.
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■ Apartment For Rent Attention Jonathan!!!!
Obviously you have never taken any
| room. All inclusive, fully furnished, arts classes if you cannot tell the dit-
Heidi Thiessen Memorial Award Summer Camp Counselors on 1 Bachelor Apartment newly built, close to schools and ference between a rhetorical question
$1000 and $500 scholorships spon- Campus Interviews For Premier Bed sitting room, kitchen, bathroom, amenities. Lease available starting and a complaint. Since you seem
to
sored by the Southwestern Ontario Camps In Massachusetts ample parking, close to university. Suit May. Please call 885-071 4. now a t e answers to my
ques
Chapter of Society for Technical Positions available for talented ener- j studen, $450 month. 2 students call
Communication are available to third getic and fun loving students as coun- negotiable. Lease May Ist 2001 to 1 Bachelor Apartment „. athan , s Answer AM « There is
and fourth year students from all fac- sellors in all team sports including Apri | 30th 2 002. Contact landlord for B ed sitting room, kitchen, bathroom, thj , ha( shou | d know .
ulties who have aminimum 75% Roller Hockey and Lacrosse, all indi- appointment (41 6) 491-1 370. ample parking, close to university. |am a business student, but I guess I
grade average. Interested students vidual sports such as Tennis and Golf. Cellphone (416) 700-9840. Suit 1 student. $450 month. 2 stu- gm nQt g vefy gQod Qne though
should visit www stc Waterloo on.ca Waterfront and Pool activities and spe- dents negotiable. Lease May Ist 2001
for complete application info. cialty activities including art, dance, Ito 3 bedroom apartment to April 30th 2002. Contact landlord Maneesh and Lynnette's Birthday
Apllication due date: Friday, February theatre, gymnastics, newspaper, rock- Newly carpeted, new windows, ensuite for appointment (416) 491-1370. Party!!!
9 200 1 etry and radio. GREAT SALARIES, washer/dryer not coin operated. Cellphone (416) 700-9840. February
2. Grad Pub. 9:3opm.
'
,
room, board, travel and US summer Utilities included, ample parking. Lease Everyone's invited, except for Luke's
Angels Women Softball Club work visa lune 1 6-Aueust 15 Eniov a May Ist 2001 to April 30th 2002.
House For Kent punk ass.
Tryouts begin Tuesday 27 Feb. at 7 t
'
t
8
/,
IY
Minimum 3 students $355/student 307 Lester Street. 7 Students. Utilities
r A /- Ju I- C I I great summer that promises to be j a , -inth/f)? 2 NWAAp.m. at St. Annes Catholic School, unforgettable Adolv Nowi Contact landlord for appointment Extra. May 1 st/01 to April 30th/02.
™
Kitchener (East Ave). If you are inter-
unforgettable. pp y .
491 _! 370. Cellphone (416) 700- Common areas. 2 tiled bathrooms. Looking
for members this week to
ested please call John Forte @ 579-
or more in o. Well maintained. Licenced. 884-4164 fight them. Sign up in the Concoursea please n jon r t w s/y MAH-KEE-NAC www.campmkn.com 9840- when you see the raised fist.4638 or Joe Forte @ 74J-3386 or (Boys) 1-800-753-9118 r ,„ , Remail jforte@golden.net DANBEE wwwdanbee com (girls) 1-
CozY 3 Bedroom House For Rent New Winter Carnival Events Added
Guitar Lessons 800-392-3752.'Interviewer will be on artm^nt . 33 High Street. 6 Students. $375/mt Drunken shotput, .Britney Spears
Start the New Year out right- All campus Monday, February 12,10 a.m.
- m°?
h. 16356 b6gm * utilities extra. May 1/01 to April lookalike contest, Turret dance-off,own uic C "Ul r r> r Large bedrooms, laundry facilities, Nice common irea Well Registrar ine-up waiting contest andstyles levels, centrally located, seri- to 4 p.m. in the Concourse. parLg . Only 7 Minutes from WLU. 884 C%> shopping s'pree. Vol know, stuffous study or just tor fun. Seasonal c,,mmpt- Ym.r 1 ifP Newly renovated. For more info call Laurier students do better than any-
specials and student rates. Call 576-
Counsellor <416) 473-7629 or email
Sensational Summer Sublet one else...
6881 Camp Wa yne ' Nt 1A- i c(S) u„ tm;i ;i 2 bedroom apartment, ground floor,
*rv
Specialists for all Land/Water Sports. wlurentalsuhot ail.com located 5 minutes from WLU and New Business Course!
Learn To Latin Dance Tennis, Outdoor Adventure, Room for Rent UW. Utilities included, parking avail- Ha,r highlighting 485. For men want-
Come join LASALAS in the Turret on Climbing/Ropes, Camping, Mtn Biking, Mailable immediately. 2 minutes from ab | e> | aunc|ry on site. $300/room in8 to make -a special impression on aJanuary 29th, 6:30 to 8:00 pm or Sailing, Boating, Waterskiing, Roller schoo | on Ezra Laundry facilities, park- negotiable. Call 886-61 84. Ask for potential employer, we'll show you
January 30th, 7:00 to 8:30. Cost is $2 Hockey, Rocketry, Soccer, Arts and jng/ 2 washrooms. Rent negotiable. Nicole or Sandy llow t0 hi B , I liB ht like a champ. Or just
for members, or $5 membership fee Crafts, Theatre, Radio, Video and Call Lucas at 578-2307.
_
ask someone in the Peter's Building.
plus $2 lesson fee for non-members. more. RNs for Health Centre.
Any questions please email Interview in coniuction with 4-School House For Rent Love Muffin?
lasalas@hotmail.com. Jobfair in Kitchener on Tues Feb 6 5 person house, close to WLU (Spring You didn't miss me at all, did you?
Call 1-888-549-2963- email-
St) ' no basement r «° m s, parking, laun- Erin (Ruc ]y) How can this charade continue??
Latin Dancing: Berlin Nightclub info@campwayne.com; online appli- Aval ' a ':i ' e Ma Y 1st' $350/person. Better late than never, right? Call me Perhaps I should just run back into
loin LASALAS fornight of latin canon: www.campwayne.com.
™'5m 8 sometime! Love yon lots! (Yon know S^nirarß^tomSl
dancing at Berlin Nightclub in Teachine Enelish 3 Bedroom House
who) ' Maneesh
Toronto on Feb. 6th. If you don't i Close to WLU. 2 Full baths. 2 rooms v , . ........ . ...
know how to latin dance, then come
' > on SI JC,) ( - n 8 IS 1 >ou <an ,(- ac 1 back onto a deck, laundry and parking, 1
out to our lessons January 29th, 6:30 IS
' l ' vcr a ' I° usan nt w J o:>s ver y c |etln ancj wc || kept. Reasonable J
. o ~,, , -7 nn . every month. Head to Mexico or pay ' .. , , , rr , 1 ito 8:00 pm or January 30th, 7:00 to .. ' * ■ rates. Call ames or Mark. 722-4556 or I • - ■■■■■■■I
o tn o . o mm <>tt a student loan. Become a certified _ ,8:30. Bus leaves Laurier at 8:00 trom 722-41 8/ tor viewing. | HtTriß |T1J:1Mit ill■Irift 11 il J9
, TLS( )L Teat her. A real opportunity torthe Aircl underpass, and leaves trom MK^yKHKHBaMWHI
a ii . i adventure. 5 day certifit ation course, Sizzling 7 Bedroom House I Jlthe club at 1:()() am to return to 7 . , , t'> r«IIIL»JIH».yjl 181 'i'.ll.'fl
i January 24th to 28th. Orientation 2 to choose trom. Both have 2 baths, 2Laurier at 2:ooam. Cost is $20 which ' I
includes entrance into the club Meeting will be held at the Radisson, kite hens, free laundry, parking, garage, 1 1
coatcheck, and the bus ride. Any Ki,lB St,wt ' Kd ' cxlt '
bw,h arc d«an ' wd
' Ikc P t ' an<i c ' (f ,0 I ~ It's the World's mOSt I
questions please email lasalas@hot- 8. Thurs. lan. 17th, 7pn, university. rates
Call James 1 |
mai| C om. 1-866-300-2226 or Mark at 722-4556 or 722-4187. | perfectly CUt diamond. |
"
and scintillation it' 1
M,. Jr -d&fc jJ I il displays. It's the best thatiHepipeFia ? «
L' )( ~ ml MC/XKTSOrvIFIRE*
/ a m on S
I
Jr * 91 I
thfofJfouimg Fly for FREE to
Book one of the following Contiki tours and Fly for only $299 to!London!
Budget Tours- European Escapade, 25-day tour of I I countries JSP" 'European Contrasts. 29 day tour of I I countries ■*** Py WM 112 'UllLa Budee Tours: Camping Tour, 2 I -day tour of 10 countries T •" '
Fly for Free to London with our special "School's Out" tour fl| '
departing May 12 on the European Escapade, 25-day tour. I'llllPiium . % x; ' - /
Rolriclion; apply, see Travel CUTS for full details. A £" $
11 * ii myW
h m w k \ ¥ i m m m %. |vqholidays raHfjb t, % " j n n {■ ih ■ bt@iyrvici
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CALL • CLICK • CONNECT™
]® ne s
Over 20,000 callers daily in Southwestern Ontario!
Unlike our competitors, Quest callers are LOCAL!
FREE TO CALL! (519) 651 -2920
75 MIN. INSTANT Membership! 1-900-561-2929 biuled ro VOURPHONE BIU.AT $25/CAU..
O p, assume? no lisihtJity for member? meeting through this service, 16+. F M. 2001 lime offer, purchase any package ov«r $2$ arnf recaps an additional 30 minutes Ffl£g! Curtain restrictions appfy.
Featuring discussions from:
CHOCLAIR, Rap artist
RALPH JAMES, Canadian Music Agent ofthe Year
ANDREW POLLOCK, HMV VP-Marketing
...and more still to come...
Thursday, March The price for ALMAS is The historic
8th to Saturday, $125 all inclusive Walper-Terrace
March 10th, 2001 Hotel in Kitchener
To attend, drop off your payment in the LMA mailbox located at P3117 OR con-
tact Man Tran, Internal Communications Coordinator at
almas_inco@hotmail.com, OR call her at 884-0710, Ext. 2705. DEADLINE FOR AL3Llh
RESERVING A SPOT IS JANUARY 31.
